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Students bike, walk, bus, unicycle News Feature
for second Car Free Day
Campus Ministry:

Matt Bettonville
Core Staff

S

eventy bicycles crowded the upper
field sidewalk Wednesday on St. Louis
U. High’s second Car Free Day, an event
that first occurred in April 2007 to raise
awareness about public transportation for
students in preparation for the closing of
Highway 40. This year, many students
biked, bused, and scootered their way to
school in order to promote awareness of
human environmental impact and promote
public transportation.
Car Free Day, sponsored by Student
Council and the Prep News, came as a result
both of changes in St. Louis public transportation and a desire to raise environmental
awareness.
Senior Chris Brennan, who helped or-

ganize Car Free Day, said that cutbacks in
Metro service west of Interstate 270, coupled
with his personal experiences of public
transportation in New York City, brought a
yearlong desire to rehash the 2007 Car Free
Day to the fore of his mind.
An estimated 270 cars were in the student lot Wednesday, a substantial drop from
Tuesday’s estimated 420 cars. The faculty lot
and alley combined to drop from 115 cars
on Tuesday to 99 cars on Wednesday.
According to STUCO Vice President
for School Spirit Jack Leahy, Car Free Day
was still “pretty successful” despite missing
its goal of fewer than 200 cars in the student
lot.
STUCO distributed free one-day Metro
passes for participants’ use, and Advancement Associate Ben DuMont said that 180

see GOING GREEN, 14

Car Free Day: By the Numbers
photo by zac boesch

420 estimated cars in the student lot on Tuesday
270 estimated cars in the student lot on Wednesday’s Car
Free Day

180 free one-day Metro passes given out
87 cars in the Oakland faculty lot on Tuesday
70 cars in the Oakland faculty lot on Wednesday’s Car
Free Day

70 bicycles in the area of the overflowing bike racks, accompanied by one Moped and one unicycle

36 percent decrease in number of cars in the student lot
29 SLUH students on the 57 Manchester bus
3 times as many tardies as usual during homeroom according
Sophomore Simon Clark on the final
approach of his unicycle journey from
Webster.

to Mrs. Maurer, in addition to numerous students arriving
during classes, as late as third period.

1 more car in the alley faculty lot on Car Free Day than
the day before

The End of an Era
Kevin Casey
Editor

N

ew challenges face the St. Louis U.
High Campus Ministry department
with the departure of current Community
Service Director Colleen Rockers and
Campus Ministry Director Matt Stewart.
Some say the absence of Rockers, who
is retiring to spend more time with her
grandchildren, and Stewart, who is entering a novitiate of the Society of Jesus,
will mark the end of an era. Yet with every
great era’s end comes the possibility of a
new one.
“We’re losing two fixtures in campus
ministry, and we know that it’s going to be
hard to replace all that they’ve done,” said
current Assistant Director of Campus Ministry Brian Gilmore. “I don’t think we’re going
to even fully realize what they’ve done until
we go through next year.”
Next year’s Campus Ministry will not
only feature some new faces but a whole
new structure as well—a change principal
John Moran played a key role in.
“I did have ideas about Campus Ministry
that I definitely brought to the school, but I
think really Mr. Stewart’s leaving and Mrs.
Rockers’leaving were the catalysts for having
to make some decisions about how to reshape
the team for next year,” explained Moran.
Moran has worked with campus ministry
his whole career and served as Director of
Campus Ministry for about two and a half
years at St. John’s Prep before coming to
SLUH.
“I think a team-centered approach in
which people teach less and have more

see CAMPUS MINISTRY, 13
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Geometry students offer gym plans
Mike Lumetta
Reporter

O

ver the course of the second semester, sophomores in math teacher
Frank Corley’s geometry classes have had
the unique opportunity to design their own
detailed suggestions for the future renovation of the current Backer Memorial
Gym. Last week, the creators of the most
insightful and organized projects pitched
their ideas to President David Laughlin
for consideration.
Corley developed the idea for the project
as an oral presentation, which is required for
all sophomore geometry classes. “I thought
that this would be a good combination of
geometry and presentation,” said Corley.
Laughlin and Principal John Moran
spoke to Corley’s classes in the gym about the
functions the school needs from the renovated
space, “talking about overall ideas,” Laughlin
said. According to Laughlin, the new space
must be able to host lunch, Mass, Cashbah,
reunions, team banquets, class meetings, and
other similar events.
“Really, (Laughlin and Moran) posed
the question,” said Corley. “They were like
the client in an architectural project.”
At the beginning of the third quarter,
students in Corley’s classes applied for the
position of captain of a design team. The
captains then met to select the other members
of their teams, people who would balance
each team in terms of skills and creativity.
The teams then developed rough ideas of their
plans and refined them into final designs. The

class-related part of the project culminated
in a PowerPoint presentation to the class in
lieu of a traditional third-quarter exam.
Corley commented that, although no
specific geometry-related parameters were
placed on the project, students needed to
use applications of geometry to successfully create a layout plan. Students had to
consider concepts such as the height of a
second floor or the area required for a Mass
or cafeteria.
“In order to put the space together they
had to develop a feel for the geometry of the
space,” he said, explaining that the connection to geometry “was more implicit than
explicit.”
The project also emphasized creativity
over meeting requirements. “They could
take the gym and do anything with it they
wanted,” said Corley.
This license produced a number of
“crazy ideas,” Corley said. Many groups
integrated a second-floor balcony or an
opening on the south wall to a deck or patio
area. Several groups also incorporated such
unorthodox ideas as tennis courts on the roof,
a climbing wall, a life-sized chess board, and
an arboretum.
Sophomores Henry Schneider, Logan
Hayward, and Tate Macarthy included a
balcony and a first-floor cafeteria that converted to an assembly space for all-school
Mass in their plan. The balcony offered a
student commons with space for studying
and relaxing. In addition, they suggested a

see GEOMETRY, 14

Physics Bowls over competition

John Sachs
Reporter

S

t. Louis U. High physics students took
the Quiz Bowl for the American Association of Physics Teachers (AAPT)
after school on April 15. The 45-minute,
40-question multiple choice test covering introductory physics was taken by
4,500 students from 225 schools across
the United States and Canada, and one in
China. SLUH ranked first in Division 12,
a collection of Midwest states and scored
eighth overall in the competition.
SLUH finished with a score of 143,
taken from the top five scores of SLUH
students. The top scorers were juniors Matt

Bettonville, Joe Ebel, Quin Thames, Eric
Lewis, and Chinese exchange student Bill
Shi. The national average of those who take
the test is 15.7 out of 40, while all five top
students scored from 27 to 30.
Despite worries about the test, Shi
achieved the highest score in Division 12
and placed in the top 20 overall with a
score of 30. Shi attributed his success to his
understanding of formulas and studying of
a broad range of subjects. However, physics
teacher Kent Kershenski claimed, “That’s
my teaching!”
Bettonville, whose 29 was the secondhighest score in Division 12, said, “All the

see PHYSICS, 13

Peter Mackowiak
Sports Editor

T

he St. Louis U. High administration
has announced that history teacher
David Barton “will no longer be teaching at SLUH, effective immediately.” The
administration has provided no further explanation, leaving students and teachers
confused and concerned.
Barton taught his last class Tuesday of
last week. The administration released the
news to the faculty in a meeting last Thursday after school and to students in Barton’s
classes Friday morning outside his room,
222c. Much of the student body had heard
rumors by lunchtime on Friday.
President David Laughlin and Principal
John Moran have withheld details surrounding the nature of Barton’s departure from
students, faculty, and the rest of the administrative team to protect Barton’s privacy as
well as the school’s legal interests.
Moran sent letters home to parents of
Barton’s students listing teacher replacements for the last two weeks of the school
year. The letter informed parents that, “We
have asked your son to respect Mr. Barton’s
privacy in this manner, and understanding
that personal matters are sensitive issues we
would ask that you help us in reiterating this
message to your son.”
Moran and Assistant Principal for Student Affairs Brock Kesterson met separately
with Student Council on Friday to tell them
that Kesterson will be filling in for Barton
as co-moderator at least through the end of
the summer.         
Barton graduated from SLUH in 1993
and returned to teach in the fall of 2000. In
his nine-year tenure, he taught freshman and
sophomore global history, coached lowerlevel basketball and football, organized the
Intramural Program, and played a major
part in coordinating the annual Spring Fling,
according to history department chair Tom
Wilson.
SLUH has reserved spots in many major
St. Louis publications, including the St. Louis
Review, for this weekend to advertise for a
new social studies teacher.
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Curious Incident set for summer reading
Joe Klein
Reporter

T

o the disappointment of many, the
impending arrival of summer does
not bring with it a complete freedom from
schoolwork. Like any other, this summer
will be accompanied by the annual schoolwide summer reading book.
A book has already been selected: The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time
by Mark Haddon. Math teacher Frank Corley,
who coordinated the selection process, sees
it as a “best of both worlds” book—both a
novel to be read for pleasure and a novel
related to mathematics.
The book is narrated by Christopher, an
autistic teenager living in London.
“The ability to consider the view of
someone with autism is really intriguing,”
Corley said.
As for relating The Curious Incident

to computers, Computer Support Specialist
John Haefele said, “(Computers) offer him
a very logical companion—something that
behaves as logically as he does.”
This year, the responsibility of book
selection was placed in the hands of the math
and computer science departments. Although
there is no set rotation for choosing which
departments lead the process, the book selection process is rotated between departments
every year.
After math teacher Tom Flanagan suggested that although the book was coming
from the math department, it didn’t necessarily have to be a math book, the rest of the
department took up Flanagan on his proposal
and evaluated lists of potential books. In
addition, each teacher was asked to submit
a few choices of his or her own.
Although the book was not chosen with

the intention of having teachers structure
lessons around it, Corley mentioned the
possibility that many teachers might choose
to integrate it into their curriculum one way
or another.
	English teacher Bill George said, “It’s a
great book for people to read for both people
who like mathematics and people who don’t
understand people who like mathematics.”
Haefele said, “Their approach was,
‘Let’s find a book with a good cultural, personal impact and then find one that involves
(math).’”
“I suspect you’ll hear talk of it in math
classes,” Corley said.
Corley did say two things were certain—
there will definitely be a test over the book,
and there will be small-group discussions,
similar to what was done for Longitude, last
year’s summer reading book.

its real potential.
Unlike the literary Angels and Demons
which was both published and set before its
more famous sequel, the cinematic version
picks up after the Harvard symbologist Langdon’s (Hanks) code-breaking adventure.
After a pope’s death, Langdon is summoned by the Vatican to investigate the
late-night kidnapping of the Preferiti, four
cardinals favored to assume the papacy.
When Vatican officials receive a mysterious
symbol from the kidnapper which suggests
the resurgence of an ancient secret society,
they’re forced to call Professor Langdon, the
only man with enough expertise to crack the
code. When the kidnapper threatens to kill
the cardinals and disintegrate Vatican City
with a tube of stolen anti-matter, Langdon
finds himself searching through a long-lost
code that leads him across Rome, taking hints
from statues and ancient texts and eventually unearthing a centuries-old plot to take
revenge upon the Church.
While Angels and Demons suffers from
cheesy dialogue and incoherent plot developments, some of the value of this thriller
is saved by the passionate performances

of its actors. As always, Hanks plays the
knowledgeable and quick-witted hero with
believable emotion. This time, however, he is
backed by a full and charismatic cast. Ewan
McGregor matches Hanks in his gentle and
patient portrayal of the pope’s top advisor,
Camerlengo Patrick McKenna. In their
scenes together, the two actors create their
own layer of depth, adding true excitement
and drama to an otherwise artificial script.
Thematically, though, the film never
seems to fascinate its audience on the same
scale as Brown’s novels have. Instead of
making a cohesive statement on the ties between science and religion, Howard allows
the promising source material to get away
from him, drowning the movie in meaningless melodrama. Angels and Demons’
cinematic incarnation is one that feels both
overly ambitious and lazy at the same time.
Instead of taking time to develop interesting
side characters and plots, the film clings to
over-produced action sequences to move
things forward. Miraculously, Howard’s
Angels and Demons makes nothing out of
something, and, despite what its trailer would
have you believe, this second-rate second
attempt is nothing short of godawful.

Angels and Demons: a sacrilege to film
Michael Blair, Andrew Gude
Film Critics

W

hen Ron Howard, fresh off his success with the Oscar-nominated Cinderella Man (2005), signed on to direct a
film adaptation of Dan Brown’s acclaimed
novel The Da Vinci Code in 2006, many expected a masterpiece of literary-cinematic
fusion, filled with historical intrigue and
thought-provoking social commentary.
They were wrong. Critics and audiences
alike panned Howard’s Da Vinci Code;
Robert Denerstein of the Denver Rocky
Mountain News called it “not so much
a fascinating puzzle as a prolonged slog
through material that resists the screen.”
Now Howard’s back, along with his
trusted lead man Tom Hanks, with his take
on Brown’s previous novel Angels and Demons, and a trailer that promises a film “much
better than the Da Vinci Code.” Somebody’s
lying. Just like before, Howard and his team
are blessed with an engaging storyline and
complex characters, yet a laughable script,
over-the-top effects, and an unwillingness to
examine worthwhile themes keep this onedimensional pseudo-thriller from reaching
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Chris Brennan
News Editor

Departing Faculty
Megan Morey

T

echnical director Megan Morey works
very hard. However, her hard work
at St. Louis U. High will come to an end
along with this school year, as she will not
be returning next year to resume her position.
Morey has served as technical director
for the past two years after having served
as assistant technical director for the three
prior years. She first came to SLUH through
her studies at Washington University-St.
Louis. There she worked under director
Bill Whitaker—husband of drama teacher
Kathryn Whitaker, who met Morey while
looking to borrow costumes for a SLUH
show. Morey came to SLUH in November
of 2004 for her first show, Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are Dead.
After graduating from Wash U. in the
spring, she returned to SLUH in the fall to
work part time on The Imaginary Invalid
and later designed the set for Bus Stop. She
began working on costumes with fellow
SLUH departee Sharon “Mom” Zilske as
well as the technical and set elements of
the productions under the direction of thentechnical director Eric Elz. Morey was hired

Pat Lynch
Core Staff

A

fter over a year of service, theatre
technician Peter Suardi will be leaving St. Louis U. High following the conclusion of this school year.
A 2003 graduate of Vianney High School
and 2007 graduate of Southeast Missouri
State, Suardi began his tenure at SLUH in
January 2008 as an over-hire carpenter for the
school’s musical production of 42nd Street.
He was then kept on board to help with the
spring production of The Foreigner. After
his stint last year, Suardi was officially hired
to join the theatre production crew over the
summer while he was working at the Utah
Shakespearean Festival in Cedar City, Utah.
Suardi also taught the theatre technician class
here at SLUH over the course of this school
year.
“It’s amazing how he can pull stuff together,” said fellow theatre technician Megan

full time as assistant technical director for
the fall of 2006.
Full-time, however, may be a gross understatement of Morey’s work. Her work on
the SLUH productions means no breaks like
Christmas or spring break, 60-hour weeks,
and during the critical time before shows,
staying up until odd hours of the morning

photo by mr. matt sciuto

Morey poses on stage with her theater tech class.

finishing sets. She assists not only the SLUH
productions but also serves as the technical
director for all the other shows that are put
on in the theater, including those during the
summer.
As part of her work with the SLUH
theater program, Morey also teaches three
sections of tech theater, two of which are
simultaneous advanced and beginner elective

Peter Suardi

Morey. “He just like MacGyver, and he’s a
crazy hard worker.”
“He’s the nicest guy ever,” said sophomore John Schaefer, who was in Suardi’s
tech class and also helped with the crew after
school. “He’s open to any of our suggestions,
and even helps us out on our own personal
projects.”
Suardi said that the best thing about
SLUH was getting to know a lot of the kids
through the tech class and after-school crew.
On what he would miss most about the place,
Suardi said, “The kids are really in the best
of moods. I can be having a bad day and the
good mood that the kids are in can lighten
up my day.”
Suardi will head out west this summer
to help with Utah Shakespearean Festival
again. After that, Suardi does not know. He
said he would like to join a traveling theatre
company, or to stay out west and as a professional carpenter.
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classes.
Morey said that her favorite part of her
experience at SLUH has been working with
the “techies” behind the scenes: “They are
so devoted. We spend so many nights here
working till midnight,” she said, adding, “I
don’t ever feel like ‘I’m the teacher, and I
have to tell you everything.’ We all learn
from each other, and we all figure things
out together. … They are so bright and so
inquisitive and so eager to learn, and I’ve
learned so much from them in return.”
Senior Alex Smittle, who has been
working with Morey since his sophomore
year and has taken both the beginning and
advanced tech theater classes, said, “She’s
eccentric. She’s really cool and really helpful.” Smittle also remarked on how close
the theater crew is and how he received his
nickname of Schmitty from Morey.
Some memorable shows for Morey
include 2006’s Amadeus, which featured a
curved backdrop and a rake stage set, which
featured multiple levels.
	English teacher and advisor for 2007’s
Child’s Play Chuck Hussung recalled of
Morey’s elaborate set in that production,
“People were saying, ‘I want this woman

see MOREY, 12
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Suardi focuses lights for Guys and Dolls.
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Vball 2-0 last week, 0-1 last night Top flight: track
Tony Billmeyer
takes all three
Staff
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he St. Louis U. High volleyball team
closed out the regular season this
week with comfortable victories over
Althoff and CBC and last night’s embarrassing home loss to Jesuit rival DeSmet.
SLUH traveled east to meet up with
Althoff Monday night. The Jr. Bills made
quick work of the Crusaders in game one.
Junior Scot Metzger led the U. High offense
with 10 kills and hit an impressive 77 percent.
SLUH won 25-16.
Senior setter John Swanston shared time
with sophomore Zak Robben in the second
game. Both setters capably ran the Jr. Bills
offense, assisting on a combined 22 points.
The Finalfourbills served a total of 6 aces
in the two-game sweep.
CBC hosted the Jr. Bills for the Cadets
senior night on Wednesday. SLUH spoiled
CBC’s last home game, and CBC will want
revenge at districts on Saturday.
Swanston played a near-flawless game,
adding 20 assists to his season total of
391.
Five SLUH hitters shared the love, with

see VOLLEYNTEERS, 16

Alex Hall
Reporter

L

Junior Ken Seibert spikes in last night’s
15-25, 19-25 home loss to DeSmet.

Charitabills split MCC games
Jake Fechter
Reporter

A

The Cadets scored four runs in the first. But
Kuebel kept it cool and regained his control,
charting up zeros on the scoreboard up until
the sixth inning.
“I really settled down after a rough start,”
said Kuebel. “My defense behind me had my
back.”
The Jr. Bill bats scored runs in the fourth
on senior Joe Lafata’s single and in the fifth

fter a rainout of Saturday’s game
against Chaminade, the St. Louis
U. High baseball team helped a group of
mentally and physically challenged children play baseball. Team members were
paired up with a buddy, and each of the
kids got their own at bat. SLUH playsee BASEBALL, 15
ers walked them through the basic baseball fundamentals, helping them at
the plate and in the field. “It really
helped put things into perspective,”
said senior Jeff Brand. “To see their
happiness when they played definitely rubbed off on us.”
The Jr. Bills finally got their
chance to play against CBC on Tuesday. SLUH took advantage of errors
by the CBC defense and got out to
an early lead in the first. Sophomore
Sasha Kuebel started on the mound for
Junior Alex Goedeker slides in safe at home as the CBC catcher
the Jr. Bills and looked rattled early. misses the ball, allowing senior Jeff Brand to join the run party.
PHOTO BY ZAC BOESCH

ast Thursday the St. Louis U High
track team accomplished a seasonlong goal by winning the MCC championships on all three levels. The Varsitybills
beat runner-up DeSmet by a margin of
131.5 to 108, the JV Jr. Bills beat runnerup Vianney 156 to 60, and the freshman Jr.
Bills beat runner-up DeSmet 122 to 85.
After missing the novice mile because
the bus arrived late, the Cleansweepbills got
down to business. The Jr. Bills placed first
in nine events and placed two competitors
in the top five of eight events. Senior Ronnie Wingo ran season-best marks in the 100
(10.5) and 200 meter (21.9). The 100 time set
a new MCC championship meet record.
“We knew Ronnie had those times in
him; it was just a matter of time before he
hit them,” said head coach Jim Linhares.
Junior Nick Seckfort added another top
score by placing first in the 800 (1:57.7),
and senior Austin Cookson won the 1600
(4:22.5).
The long and triple jumpers placed first
and second in both events. Seniors Nick
Kreutzjans (21’4”) and Brian Schwartze
(20’7”) both set personal records in the long
jump while sophomore Brian Bement (42’2”)
and junior Andrew Schiebe (42’1.5”) led the
field in the triple jump.
The future for the Jr. Bills is bright. “It’s
not just the top varsity guys who are scoring,”
said Linhares. “We blew the MCCs away
on all three levels because of our depth.”
Linhares noted freshman Luke Hagerty
(first in the freshman high jump at 5’6”) as
an example of SLUH’s youth.
Linhares cited senior hurdler Steve Clark
as having the day’s symbolic performance.
Clark won the 300 hurdles (40.0) by beating
the favorite, Chaminade’s Prentice Ivy.
“Guys went out and PR’ed all over the
place,” said Linhares. “That is what we need
with districts coming up. Our performances
at MCCs are great reference points for districts. It shows what can happen when the

see FIELD, 15
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Wilsonbills win Districts, Baudbills beat
to send max of six to State Marquette, eye
District win
F
S
6
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John Edwards
Reporter

ifteen years from now your children
will ask what you consider to be your
greatest accomplishment. What will you
say? Pulitzer Prize? Nobel Peace Prize?
Major League Baseball MVP? Not bad,
but Missouri state tennis tournament participant? That’s the ticket!
Six Acebills will be able to tell their
children such harrowing tales of battle,
distress, and overcoming the odds. Well, at
least to the extent the Nos. 1, 2, and 3 State
seeds can overcome odds. Only six players
in each district move on to State, and SLUH
claimed all six possible spots.
On Monday at the District Tournament
at Dwight Davis, senior captains Dan Mathis and Gabe Vitale rekindled an old spark,
joining forces to qualify for State for the first
time.
They kicked things off with a 6-0, 6-0
victory over McCluer North. Bagels were

Patrick Moynihan
Reporter

t. Louis U. High again hogged the water polo spotlight at Districts Saturday
in St. Peters.
SLUH came into the District Tournament as the top seed for the third straight
year after winning a coach’s poll vote. Only
the nine lowest-seeded teams had to play
Challenge Cup matches before the opening
district round, which meant SLUH entered
Wednesday’s match against Marquette
without having played a single tournament
game.
Marquette had advanced to this match
after beating Lafayette 9-4 earlier in the week.
SLUH drew confidence not only from their
yearlong dominance of the Missouri water
polo circuit but also from three victories over
Marquette this season.
Senior Gabe Vitale (right) elevates for a slam
see CANNISTER, 15
at Districts. Senior Dan Mathis had his back.
Marquette kept pace early because of
a few SLUH defensive lapses, but senior
defender Mike O’Neill’s two goals were
the resulting penalty put the Jr. Bills on a the difference at the quarter. Seniors John
Phil Azar
three-minute man-up situation (remember, Savio, Will Derdeyn, and Steve Sigman
Reporter
it’s the same as a hockey power play). helped SLUH expand on the 4-2 lead with
n an interview with Desperate Stars Senior David Hayashi scored the game’s first a nine-goal run in the second quarter.
Savio scored on two backhanded shots,
Weekly, Freddie Prinze Jr. had this to legitimate goal on a quick bounce shot and
and
Derdeyn
scored all three of his shot atsay about lacrosse: “Lacrosse?! More like the Shopbillz led the game forever more.  
tempts
to
go
along
with two assists and five
The MICDS crowd had little to cheer
Shma Schrosse. HAHAHA. Please watch
steals.
Sigman
netted
a hat trick, and senior
about for the remainder of
my movies.”
goaltender
Matt
Hohenberger
captured his
the quarter. SLUH went up
Obviously Mr. Prinze
26th
win
of
the
season.
3-0 by the end of the first
Jr. has never seen the art
SLUH beat Marquette 15-4. Now the
and held a 4-3 advantage
that is St. Louis U. High
team
advances to the semifinals for the 22nd
at half.
lacrosse. The Jr. Bills ended
consecutive
year, according to head coach
Senior middie Robbie
the regular season on an
Paul
Baudendistel.
Fonke registered a game
eight-game win streak by
“We’re expecting Chaminade and
high three points on a goal
defeating MICDS (8-4),
DeSmet
to be playing harder and more agand two assists.
Hickman High (17-1), and
gressively
than before, but we just need to
In the third quarParkway South (21-0). The
keep
our
heads
in the game even if we get
ter, the Guccibills pulled
wins have secured SLUH
down
by
one
or
two
goals,” said senior Will
away to a 7-4 lead, all
a No. 2 seed in the State
Page.
thanks to greatest goalie
tournament.
The semifinal matches take place toof all time senior Chris
MICDS drew first
night
at the St. Peter’s Rec-Plex. Should
blood in the opening min- Senior Robbie Fonke flies to the net like Saville, who made unforthe
Championshipbills
win that game, they
a
typhoon
in
SLUH’s
8-4
win
at
MICDS.
gettable saves left and right.
utes of the match, but like
will
play
at
the
same
locale
the next night,
Sammy Sosa’s corked bat, the scorer’s stick A f o u r t h q u a r t e r i n s u r a n c e g o a l
Saturday,
at
7
p.m.
was illegal. The goal was called back, and
see SOCKS, 16

Lacrosse is No. 2 seed at State
I

photo by zac boesch
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Reflection

Through the Viewfinder

I

think we all have had defining moments at SLUH where we
decide, often without realizing it, our path for the next 4 years.
I remember the day I first approached Mr. Sciuto in the lobby of
the J wing about taking pictures. I said “Hey, Mr. Sciuto,” and he
said hello and kept walking. If I hadn’t followed him to his room,
if I had just walked away, being the nervous freshman I was, I
wouldn’t have discovered all the things I love about SLUH. I
wouldn’t have gotten to know most of the people in my class,
and I most certainly wouldn’t consider SLUH home as I do now.
I don’t want to think about how different my life would be had I
not taken those steps four years ago.

7

the PN. I’m a part of the paper but I’m not. I never joined the PN; it
was more of a recruitment. My job for the PN was to take pictures
and write captions. Other than that, I got dinner and kind of sat back
and watched the magic happen. Being in this position has given me
a great view into what the PN is and does. I cherish my memories
of Prep News. Every car ride with Will Hartzler, copy room hoedown, learning to run a copier, the midnight bell, dinner runs with
Tony and Mark, spending time in my office, seeing the editors take
on positions of leadership, messing with Missey. I learned a lot
from the PN. Of course, I learned new skills with photography, but
I also learned how to interact with people. The PN gave me a place
to succeed and grow. I found another family in the Prep News.
I love the PN because of the amazing passion the writers and
Photo by Mr Matt Sciuto

My PN Family

I’ve been to a fair number of SLUH events in my line as a
photographer. I have seen every sporting team except for two. I
have been to basically every corner of the school, and I have found
a lot of things I love about SLUH. I love how we all find a niche
and grow. I love that some of my favorite sporting memories were
basically the team and me. I love the passion people put into their
work. I love having ten different conversations in my walks down
hall about going to different events. I’ve taken joyous pictures of
State champs. I’ve taken pictures of State runners-up crying. I was
giddy to walk on the Scottrade ice. I have danced in celebration of
a good picture in the yearbook office.
I loved every time I got yelled at by a ref or came inches away
from a ball or puck killing me. I love how the camera doesn’t distance me from what I shoot, it connects me. I love when I get in
the “zone” and the camera becomes an extension of my body and I
am so in the moment I can predict everything. I’ve taken so many
pictures I bruised my finger. I spent quiet Saturdays and Sundays
at SLUH going through pictures. I loved every minute of that.
But one of the things I have loved the most about SLUH is the
Prep News. I have had the honor to be a part of the Prep News for
the last two years. Being a photographer, I’m in a weird limbo with

moderators put in for little to no credit. Once a quarter I might get
a shot with the baseball on the tip of the bat caught in the moment
before a line drive, the wide receiver laying out with the football
on his fingertips, or a wrestler celebrating in the mere seconds of
passion he allows himself. To me, the writers accomplish equivalent
to this in words every week, and no one notices. Brennan spending
weeks and countless hours interviewing is the hours spent at an
event waiting for the decisive moment. Casey writing a feature is
the 2,000 pictures just for 8 perfect ones, and Mackowiak writing
brilliant sports features is the baseball on the end of the bat. I love
people who are under-appreciated but continually push themselves to
be better. On the following page is a collection of pictures documenting what the Prep News does every week. Most are from Thursday
nights. I hope it captures a little of what the writers on the PN do
every week and gives you a look into what I have had the privilege
and honor to watch.
Thanks for letting me stick a camera in your face, SLUH. Thanks
for embracing me. Thanks for letting me love you. Thanks for all
the free soda. Thanks for bothering me about taking your picture.
Thanks for the many pronunciations of my last name. Thanks for
all your passion and thanks for letting me photograph you, SLUH.
It’s been quite a trip.
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Reflection

The office always appears chaotic but functions nonetheless. A typical office scene has
staff members cramming in some homework between edits (juniors Luke Chellis and Ben
Kim, starting from right) or actually editing a page (senior Pat Lynch).
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Seniors Pete Mackowiak (pictured) and Chris Brennan and junior Matt Bettonville took
on the thankless job of layout for PN 73. Layout starts around 5 when Chris and Pete
chart out the issue on the dry erase board. The rest of the night consists of placing articles
and photos, filling space, formatting, and checking throws for the connection of articles
that are split over pages.
(Far left) Production night ends with Mr.
Missey locking the gate to the upper parking lot. After locking up, Missey returns to
his car and blares on the horn to begin the
chorus of honking that signals the end of
another issue.
(Left) Senior Kevin Casey (right) talks
over edits with Mr. Missey. The editing
process begins Wednesday after school
and ends with the last layout on Thursday
night. Each article goes through at least two
student edits, maybe more, before coming
to Mr. Missey. After his edits, he hands
them back to staff members to make the
appropriate changes.

(Right) A vote is held each Thursday to decide the
dinner location. Regular favorites include Bellacino’s, LeGrand’s, Hodak’s, Seamus McDaniel’s,
or Mom’s Deli (shown here) with Tony Billmeyer
(center), Mark Waterman, and this photographer
as dinner run guys. The stress of getting 14 or more
orders correct and keeping everyone happy is occasionally overwhelming, but this time the team came
through with only minor errors.

(Above) The Prep News prints 1,220 copies on the Risograph machine in the second floor
work room and faculty work room. Each stack of pages has to be shuffled against the wall to
dry the ink and remove static to ensure that, when the other side is printed, the papers don’t
get stuck together.
(Right) The staff normally tries to staple as many pages as they can Thursday night
(technically early Friday morning). Senior Tony Billmeyer reaches for the May 8 Prep
News after a misprint on page 2 was discovered late that night, forcing the staff to
reprint the page, undo their original stapling, and start all over again.
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Seniors vend Crocs, peanuts to the masses
Mark Waterman
Core Staff

M

ost high school students see having a job as a necessary
evil, a means to make a few extra dollars. Rarely is a job
something we enjoy, or work a place we look forward to going.
However, seniors Doug Abram and Matt Garvey have managed
to carve out their own paths in the business world, excelling as
salesmen and proving that a little bit of entrepreneurial spirit can
go a long way.
Abram began working as a vendor for Crocs brand shoes at
the West County Mall in November of 2008, where he currently
oversees two kiosks that sell Crocs and “jibbitz”—the beads of many
different designs that fit into the holes of the unique rubber shoes.
The company awards monthly bonuses to its employees based
on their ranking in three categories: total sales in dollars, amount
in dollars per sale, and number of items per sale. Employees are
ranked according to their ratings in these three areas and bonuses are
distributed in three levels: gold (top 5 percent), silver (6 percent to
24 percent), and bronze (24 percent to 50 percent). Abram has had
at least silver ranking each of the past three months, and in March
he was ranked gold and earned a $500 bonus for his efforts. When
the final rankings for March came out, Abram was the No. 3 Crocs
salesman in the nation.
“I was really excited,” said Abram of the distinction, adding,
”I worked a lot.”
He explained how he rose to the top rank in the world of rubber shoe sales: “I picked up a bunch of shifts because (senior Chris
Langer) was out of town.” Abram added that some co-workers attribute his success to the fact that he often works on Sundays, but
he himself believes there is more to it. He cited competition with
the Galleria kiosk and future bonuses as motivation.
Abram also said that there is at least some tact involved in
selling Crocs. While Abram does not openly approach passersby,
“I’m personable in the way that I sell them,” he said. Abram said he
would often start conversations with people who come to the kiosk
and give them his own recommendations. He believes a St. Louis
U. High education has helped make him a successful seller.
“We are taught to treat other people with respect,” Abram said,
noting that before he came to SLUH he was not as outgoing, but he
believes his time here has helped him become more extroverted.
“My bubble was popped,” he said.
Abram said he has grand plans for his future as a Crocs salesman. “I plan on getting gold the rest of the time,” he said. As for
the footwear itself, Abram says, “Once you put on your first pair
you realize they’re very comfortable,” he said.
Not to be outdone, senior Matt Garvey and his brother Tim,
’06, have reached success as entrepreneurs as well. Shunning the
traditional path of employment for high school students that often
leads to malls and restaurants, the Garveys decided to go into business for themselves as vendors on a street corner outside Busch
Stadium.
“I guess it’s a more mature version of a lemonade stand,” said
Garvey.

In the summer before Matt’s sophomore year, the brothers
spoke to the St. Louis Cardinals (who control the sidewalks in a
two-block radius around Busch) about acquiring a permit for vending on a corner outside the stadium. After obtaining a St. Louis City
business license and paying $100 for a permit from the Cardinals,
the brothers set up shop at 9th and Clark. Unlike many professional
sports franchises, the Cardinals allow fans to bring almost any food
or drink with them into the games and charge vendors only an initial
fee for their permits.
“It was rough at first,” said Garvey of the experience. The
brothers, learning on the fly how the business worked, sold soda
and water from coolers along with Gus’s pretzels, sunflower seeds,
and peanuts.
	Eventually things began to run more smoothly and the next year
the brothers entered a lottery to try for another corner and successfully opened their second stand across the street. The empire was
slowly expanding.
With brother Tim away during the school months, Matt had to
hire workers and manage two stands. However, with a new stadium
that was sold out constantly, business was good.
Last season, the business expanded to four corners, and with
Tim in New Zealand for the summer, Matt was responsible for all
of the corners and a new hot dog stand that he had purchased for
yet another corner.
Now in his fourth baseball season selling snacks on the corner,
Matt controls four street-corner stands—two at 9th & Clark, one at
9th & Spruce, and one at 7th & Cerre—along with the hot dog cart,
which is now set up outside Paddy O’s bar at 8th & Cerre. SLUH
seniors Pat Zundel, Joey Neill, Drew Morris, and Tim Milford are
regular staffers at the stands, along with other friends and family
members.
Yet the business is always presenting new struggles for Garvey.
This year, he purchased a pickup truck to cart his hot dog stand
around and has had to balance schoolwork with spending long hours
at the ballpark, sometimes missing class for day games. Employees
usually meet at Garvey’s house in South City at 4:30 p.m. and set
up about two hours before a traditional night game and stay until
about twenty minutes after a games ends.
“It’s a lot of work, but I’m working with my friends,” Matt
said.
However, the business has been rewarding for Garvey. Though
he had considerable expenses for the pickup and hot dog stand,
Garvey estimates that he made about $15,000 last year from his
business.
Garvey plans to continue as an entrepreneur in college and
beyond in some capacity.
“I hope not to be a street vendor my whole life,” Matt says,
but he plans to search for different avenues, both during college at
Loyola–New Orleans and afterwards.
“I love the idea of entrepreneurship,” said Garvey. “I love owning
my own business.” His success at starting a business from scratch
and building it into a very successful venture seems to suggest that
Garvey will not be lacking for opportunities.
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Eric Lewis
Staff

Departing Faculty
James Erler

A

lum Service Corps volunteer and St.
Louis U. High global history teacher
James Erler will be departing at the end of
this school year.
	Erler, a member of the SLUH class of
2005, attended the University of Chicago
and majored in archaeology. Soon after his
graduation, Erler signed up for ASC.
“I grew really close to a few of the Jesuits
when I went here,” said Erler, naming a desire
to work alongside the Jesuits as his principal
motivation in volunteering. After four years
at a private but not religiously-affiliated university, Erler missed the religious structure
and support that SLUH provides.
“Even when I was here (as a student) I
wanted to do (ASC),” Erler explained.
After learning during this past school
year that teaching was his true calling, Erler sent applications to several Jesuit high
schools. He hopes to teach at Christ the King
High School in Chicago, but he has not made
any definite decisions.

Eric Mueth
Reporter

A

“I’m not sure what I want to do with this
summer or the years after that,” Erler said,
“but I know I want to be involved with the
Jesuits.
“There is so much to love about Mr. Erler,” said freshman Jack Witthaus, who took
Erler’s global history I for both semesters
and gave a speech about Erler at last week’s
farewell assembly. Witthaus described him
as not only a phenomenal teacher inside the
classroom, but outside as well. “It’s so cool
to just see him in the hallway. He’s such a
friendly guy (and) so down to earth.”
	Erler has also managed to make an
impression on those whom he has not had
in class.
“I wish I had Mr. Erler,” said freshman
Jimmy Griffard. “Spending my first year at
SLUH with him has changed my perspective
on education.”
“I thought he was an excellent teacher,”
said history teacher Joe Porter. “He brought a
lot to the school in a lot of different areas.”
Erler worked in the pool hall and helped
out with the theater. He stage-managed Guys
and Dolls, helped write Senior Follies, and

Tim Elliott

fter nine months of dedicated service
at St. Louis U. High, Alum Service
Corps (ASC) English teacher Tim Elliott
will depart.
	Elliott graduated from SLUH in 2004
and, after graduating from St. Louis University with a Bachelor’s degree in English
and secondary education in 2008, ventured
back.
“I really wanted to get back to (SLUH)
and see how teaching is,” he said.
	Elliott expressed some mixed feelings
coming into the 2008-2009 school year. “I
was nervous how it was going to work out,”
he said.
During his one-year stay, Elliott taught
two sections of junior English. In addition,
he helped out with Gadfly, the pool hall, the
Prep News and freshman basketball, which
he coached along with physics teacher Kent
Kershenski.
Junior Mike Perez said, “I enjoyed his

enthusiasm.” Perez said that Elliott’s youth
helped him connect with students. Perez said
that he liked Elliott’s class because, “(It)
focused class on class discussions.”
	English teacher Barbara Osburg enjoyed
Elliott’s company this year, saying, “He’s
been fun...(he’s) real willing to help out and
real generous.” Osburg said that while Elliott
initially seemed intimidated, he has grown
comfortable over the course of the school
year.
Elliott will head to Iowa State next year
for graduate school to earn his master’s degree in English in a two-year program, while
there, he will also teach freshman composition courses. Elliott hopes to come back to
SLUH after earning his master’s because of
the impact it had on him this school year.
“The kids are awesome. Getting to
know them was rewarding,” said Elliott.
He expressed the same satisfaction with
the entire school community, including the
administrators and his fellow teachers.
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worked along with drama teacher Kathryn
Whitaker on the student-directed All in the
Timing.
“It was nice to be on the other side (of
the curtain),” said Erler, who had acted in
eight shows during his career as a SLUH
student.
According to junior Ted Varty, Erler
also helped with writing skits for the SLUH
circus club.
“I really would like to be back here after
a while,” said Erler about his future.

Prep News
Quote of the
Week:
“The tree of liberty only
grows when watered by the
blood of tyrants.”
—Bertrand Barere de Vieuzac

Advanced Placement
Exams
By the Numbers

Those tested
357 students
Time taken
1,848 hours
Number of pencils
about 1,081
Projected average score
90 percent of tests to
score at least 3
Estimated number of yawns
if one/student/20 minutes
then
5,564 yawns
(these are AP exams)
—Tom Blood
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CSP retreatants promote Fair Trade
Patrick O’Leary
Staff

T

wo billion, seven hundred million people in the world live
on less than $2 per day. That’s more than one third of the
world’s entire population. According to Share the World’s Resources’ website (swtr.org), in the 400 years of legal slavery,
there were about 13 million slaves shipped from Africa. Today
there are an estimated 27 million slaves worldwide. These figures are just part of the entire picture of underpayment that leads
to poverty and the unfair working conditions of people in third
world countries and beyond.
At the April Community Service Program (CSP) Learning
Retreat, math teacher Nick Ehlman talked about fair trade issues.
Ehlman showed a video that exposed the dark side of the chocolate
industry called Slavery: A Global Investigation—an investigative
report by Kate Blewett and Brian Edwards for True Vision London.
Moved by the video, the retreatants decided to bring their
enthusiasm back to St. Louis U. High and make change or, at the
very least, raise awareness.
According to CSP Director Colleen Rockers, Ehlman, and art
teacher Mary Whealon, those who went on the CSP retreat gave
prayer services about fair trade issues to sophomores and juniors
this week and seniors last week to coincide with World Fair Trade
Day on May 9.
	Ehlman has been standing outside of the cafeteria with varied
retreatants every day this week giving out fair trade chocolate, fact
sheets, and neon-colored stickers with, “Make an IMPACT! Buy
FAIR TRADE” written on them in order to raise awareness for
the cause. They have asked for donations to the Honduras fund as
payment for the candy.
Fair trade, a banner under which ethical companies operate,
ensures that throughout each step of the process of changing raw
materials to products and getting products to consumers, each employee gets a fair, or livable, wage for the work that they do. The
goal of fair trade, according to fairtradefederation.org is “to create a
system of exchange that seeks to create greater equity and partnership
in international trading by creating opportunities for economically
and socially marginalized producers; developing transparent and
accountable relationships; building capacity; paying promptly and
fairly; supporting safe and empowering working conditions; ensuring the rights of children; cultivating environmental stewardship;
and respecting cultural identity.”
So how can we help the cause at SLUH and why would we
want to? Few, if any, of the products we use at SLUH are fair trade.
This could be easily improved by making a commitment to justice
(Sound familiar?). We could further educate ourselves about the
issues in fair trade industries. We could then support fair trade and
talk to those in the SLUH community who deal in industries affected
by fair trade. Finally, we could buy fair trade goods whenever possible.
Take chocolate for example. There is a shady side to our pleasure in chocolate. According to the Yale Center for the Study of

Globalization (http://yaleglobal.yale.edu/display.article?id=8907),
15,000 children on the Ivory Coast are enslaved to harvest chocolate
for our pleasure; even more work in hazardous conditions, working
long hours for little or no wages.
According to Slavery: A Global Investigation, when the slaves
do not obey their masters, they are whipped, beaten, and sometimes
even killed. During the program, one child is shown with lacerations
on his back. At another point Blewett asks one of the freed slaves if
he had ever tasted the products that the cocoa goes into making.
He replied, “No, we have never eaten chocolate.” She then asks
what he would say to the people that ate the chocolate.
“They enjoy something I suffered to make; I worked hard for
them but saw no benefit,” he replied. “They are eating my flesh.”
This video was published in 2001, but the issue of slavery in
the chocolate industry still exists. According to Cadbury’s website
(cadbury.com/ourresponsibilities/ethicaltrading/Pages/fairtrade.
aspx), Cadbury, a sizable chocolate manufacturer in London and
throughout Europe, announced on March 4 that they will be switching to fair trade chocolate for Cadbury Dairy Milk in the United
Kingdom and in Ireland by the end of this summer. Their plan
will triple the sales of fair trade cocoa from responsible farmers in
Ghana.
Yet Cadbury is only the first major chocolate manufacturer
to switch. The three major chocolate manufacturers in the United
States—Hershey’s, Nestlé, and M&M-Mars—are yet to switch, in
part due to competition among the three companies.
There is a great bonus for the consumer to buy fair trade
chocolate and other products too. Ehlman said that when workers
are getting paid more for their work they have more pride in what
they do, and that “workers are going to produce better products.”
According to SLUH menu planner Kathy Hylla, SLUH’s cafeteria service is in a bind when it comes to the issue of fair trade. Hylla
said the SLUH cafeteria has “never given (fair trade) any thought
… not because (we) don’t want to be sensitive (but because) there
are things that you have to sell.”
Hylla said because their products are so varied, it would be an
astronomical task to change. Hylla added she did not think there
was any way that SLUH would be able to accomplish the switch.
However, she did say. “I would like to see grocery stores or big food
manufacturers get into it.”
Hylla added that U.S. Foods, their supplier, did not offer fair
trade products.
Honduras project coordinator Charles Merriott has gotten a
chance to learn about the cause from Ehlman, who has been selling
next to the Honduras table for the past few days. After trying the
chocolate that Ehlman was giving out, Merriott said, “I really liked
it. I thought it was very good chocolate.”
Merriott said that when trying to raise money for Honduras they
try to do a win-win business where the Hondurans are helped from
the profits, and SLUH students are helped by the cheap prices. He
said that if there was enough interest and they could make a profit, he
would consider switching or offering fair trade chocolate as well.
Next year’s STUCO pastoral officers Jamie Hagan and James

see SOUNDS LIKE A, 12
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(from 11)
Fister would like to see the Honduras coalition selling fair trade
chocolate but do not want to single them out for not doing so
because they have to make a significant profit to run the shelter in
Honduras.
Several other industries are experiencing similar circumstances,
including textiles, specifically the clothing industry. Most sweatshop
workers make under $2 per hour, sometimes as low as $.21 per
hour—anything but a living wage.
According to www.dartmouth.edu/~greens/thefacts.doc, some
such companies that use cheap labor include Gap, Abercrombie and
Fitch, and Tommy Hilfiger. The group of student activists that posted
this document is participating in a project to send a message to the
producers of this clothing. Their plan is to cut out labels in clothing
instead of boycotting, which, in the end, would hurt the workers,
and to send the labels to the manufacturer with a note saying that
they do not approve of the type of labor they are using.
Gildan, one of the companies that the Student Council (STUCO)
buys their T-shirts from, also uses sweatshop labor. Because most
clothing companies use some sort of sweatshop labor to manufacture
their clothing, there is not an easy way around this issue. One thing
that STUCO and other groups making T-shirts at SLUH could do,
though, is order their silk screening from Homeboy Industries, a
Los Angeles, Calif. based company founded by a Jesuit that takes
gang members off the streets and gives them a living wage. This
purchasing would help Homeboy industries expand and also allow

MOREY

(from 4)
to build my house.’ It was brilliant.”
Whitaker said, “I would always have so much fun when the
lightbulb went on at the same time. It’s a joyous thing. That sounds
silly to talk about a technical meeting, but (it was) truly invigorating. If we could have a meeting and get excited about something, I
could go on that good energy for days.”
Morey’s departure comes along with other radical changes in
the theater department such as the departure of assistant technical
director Peter Suardi and costume designer Zilske. Morey said, “I’m
leaving for a multitude of reasons. Basically everything is pointing
to, ‘It’s time for me to move on.’”
Suardi’s departure because of budget cuts also played a role in
the restructuring of the department, which will feature one person
in charge of all the technical elements rather than the more professional style currently in use. “I wouldn’t be able to do this job very
well by myself,” said Morey. “I feel like the kids would be better
off if they had someone who was experienced and could do this by
(himself).”
As of now, Morey has no definite plans for the future other
than that she will leave St. Louis because of the lack of theater
work available in the city given the current economic hard times.
St. Louis weather and humidity have also had negative effects on
her health, and she will have surgery on her sinuses in the upcoming
weeks. Morey said she is looking for someplace warm where she
can continue her seemingly never-ending theater work.
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students to access fair trade.
Hagan and Fister said that they hope to have all STUCO t-shirts
either from a fair employer for silk screening or from a fair trade
producer of T-shirts next year.
According to American Apparel’s website (www.americanapparel.net/contact/ourworkers.html), they also offer an alternative to
sweatshop-made clothing. American Apparel provides a fair wage
of $12 per hour on average.
Fair trade apparel companies also concern Athletic Director Dick
Wehner when sports teams’ uniforms are chosen. He said he has had
fair trade on his mind since a speaker from Nike, Veda Manager,
visited in 2004 (see Vol. 68 Issue 24). Wehner said that he would
like to get uniforms from fair trade or American sources.
Currently, SLUH buys several different brands of sports equipment and uniforms from Johnny Mac’s Sporting Goods. Wehner said
that often students pick the uniforms for the team, which makes it
difficult to buy fair trade brands, such as Umbro. The responsibility
would be on the students then to choose fair trade.
In order to get students to do this the CSP retreat group hopes
to arrange for a fair trade speaker to come and talk to the school
about some of the issues of not trading fair. They also hope to sell
fair trade T-shirts or T-shirts that have been screened by Homeboy
Industries, along with showing Slavery: A Global Investigation to
the entire school so students can see for themselves the suffering
that chocolate harvesters face.
Ehlman said that he and the other faculty leaders have really been
listening to student ideas and hope to get more along the way.
Joey Neilsen, ’02 co-published an article entitled
“Accretion disk winds as the jet suppression mechanism in
the mecroquasar GRS 1915+105” in the March issue of the journal Nature. The abstract for the article can be viewed here: http://
www.nature.com/nature/journal/v458/n7237/pdf/nature07680.
pdf. Neilsen is currently in his third year of graduate work in the
Harvard University Department of Astronomy.

Freshman Dance Party!

photo by mr. matt sciuto

Senior Dan Mathis attempts to take four coats at once
from a circle of freshmen at the Freshman Date Dance
last Saturday. Mathis and his fellow senior advisors
worked the dance and the concession booth.
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CAMPUS MINISTRY

(from 1)
time to meet together is a good thing,” said
Stewart, adding that Moran “has said (this
change) is a really important thing for him
to do.”
Moran said the campus ministry at his
former school had more of a team aspect to
it than SLUH’s current setup, and he has
worked to add this element for next year.
“(This shift to a team approach) is
something (Moran) says he’s seen done
well before,” said Gilmore. “That’s one of
the things he wanted to bring to this office,
and that’s okay with us.”
“It’s a natural evolution, I think,” added
Moran. He explained that, as a campus
ministry gains more programs and expands,
more people are needed and responsibilities
should be shared.
So who will hold these five positions?
Director of Senior Project Nick Ehlman,
Gilmore, Superior of the SLUH Jesuit Community Carl Heumann, S.J., will remain in
campus ministry. They will be joined by
John Lan Tran, S.J., and current Assistant
Director of Senior Project Simonie Bieber,
who will be joining the SLUH faculty full
time.
All five will work together, as opposed
to being directors of separate aspects of the
department. “We will share the responsibilities; the four of us who are here now, we’ve
kind of already divided things up,” explained
Heumann. “The idea is that, even though
some people might be the lead on, say Senior
Project or Kairos, we would all pitch in to
make sure things happen.”
“I think for the most part Mr. Ehlman
and I will be in charge of service, so we’ll
both do community service and we’ll both
do Senior Project as well,” said Bieber.
Meanwhile, Gilmore, Heumann, and
Tran will have greater responsibility in the
planning of masses, retreats, and prayer
services. “But by all means we’ll be jumping
in and out of those zones, too, so when it’s
a really heavy week on retreats and not (a)
heavy week on senior project, Ms. Bieber
and I will be helping out with (those), and
vice versa,” added Ehlman.
“As best we’ve can, we’ve tried to list
on a piece of paper all the different jobs and
what needs to be done,” said Gilmore. “The
process we’re going through now is trying to
decide who’s going to take the lead on each

News
activity and item on that list to make sure
it gets done and gets done well. In general,
though, it’s going to be more of a team approach.”
Moran cited efficiency as one of the
main reasons for such a shift, but added that
having such a team-centered program makes
it easier to transition when someone leaves
since those still involved will be familiar
with all of the responsibilities.
Currently Stewart, as Director of Campus Ministry, serves as the link to the school’s
administration. However, as there will be no
director next year this aspect will change as
well through a shift in administration.
SLUH is currently in the process of hiring an Assistant Principal for Mission, which
will assume the current roles of Assistant
Principal for Academics Mark Michalski,
which includes working closely with the
faculty. Another responsibility for the new
Assistant Principal for Mission, though, will
be to succeed Stewart as the liaison between
the campus ministry department and the
administration, meeting with the department
on a weekly basis.
“My understanding is he will help to
coordinate this office and to communicate
between (the) administration and this office,”
said Heumann.
To ensure that these meetings happen
more often with fewer scheduling conflicts,
the new campus ministry structure allows the
five future campus ministers to share at least
one (but probably multiple) free periods.
On a longer-term basis, the campus
ministers will probably begin to teach fewer
classes so that they will be able to dedicate
more time to campus ministry. As the Jesuits
in the department, Heumann and Tran will be
teaching only two classes next year, whereas
the non-Jesuits will still have three each.
Another long-term goal of the future
campus ministry, according to Heumann,
will be further improvements for the recently
revamped sophomore retreat, such as making it an overnight event. He also mentioned
discussing the possibility of making a retreat
for juniors mandatory.
Gilmore said that another long-term
goal for the department was becoming more
involved with justice groups on campus, such
as the SOA trip, Pax Christi, and Pro-Life
clubs. “Right now, none of those are really
centered in the campus ministry department
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… so I think that we should not necessarily
direct any of those programs but we should
definitely be knowing what’s going on,”
added Ehlman.
“We think it’s going to work out, but we
also think it might not work out in the ways
it has before,” commented Gilmore on the
future of SLUH’s campus ministry overall.
“As we go through next year things might
need to be a little bit different. I think next
year will be about finding out what we can
do well and things we can’t do well, given
the resources—time and manpower.”
“It’ll look different, and it will behave
a little differently, but I don’t think that
substantially the students will notice really
any difference in the programming—either
the amount or level of them,” said Stewart.
“I’m really happy that we didn’t … have
to go out and find people from the outside to
fill a position,” concluded Moran. “Whenever
you have as loss like Mr. Stewart and Mrs.
Rockers, the best case scenario is you have
part-time people who are already plugged
into the office, who are already familiar with
all the things that happen, who can just step
in.”
“We know we’re probably going to fall
on our faces a couple of times but we all have
a lot of great energy,” said Bieber. “I think
everyone’s really passionate about campus
ministry that’s working in (the department).
As a team we’ll help each other out. We’ll
get it done.”

PHYSICS

(from 2)
credit goes to (AP Physics teacher Paul
Baudendistel) because he’s run such a great
physics program.” Bettonville also noted
being able to practice the test from last year
over the Internet helped.
The test was open only to those invited by
the AAPT. Most of the test takers came from
Baudendistel’s AP Physics class, although
Shi takes Kershenski’s physics class.
Baudendistel said, “It’s a credit to the
science and math programs at SLUH. It’s
certainly not just this class.”

SISYPHUS CORRECTION

Sisyphus apologizes for attributing the art on
page six to Dan L’Ecuyer. The art is actually
a portrait of L’Ecuyer by Tommy Majda.
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two-story bookstore in place of the current
concession stand and a conveniently-located
greenhouse for field biology and freshman
biology classes.
“With a lot of ideas we were trying to
be creative,” said Schneider, the team captain. “Another reason (for some ideas) was
practicality.”
The group organized the ideas into a
three-dimensional model which Schneider
and Hayward presented to Laughlin last
week. Hayward said that he covered the
layout of the balcony and greenhouse for
the most part and Schneider explained the
ground level plans.
Sophomore Thomas George, who led a
group comprised of himself and sophomores
Pat Buckley and Danny Heinrichs, also
designed their project with emphasis on a
balcony supplemented by a ground-floor
cafeteria and assembly area. The balcony,
according to George, covered about a third
of the current gym area and had an elevation
of twelve feet.
Regarding the first-floor convertible
space, George said that they kept it simple in
order to make it realistic in terms of budget

concerns.
“We used that (design) because we figured it would be cost-effective because we
didn’t have to change very much,” George
explained. “It would offset the balcony
cost.”
George used the group’s blueprints to
depict an artist’s conception in his presentation to Laughlin.
Laughlin was impressed with the overall
quality of the presentations. He retained the
visuals from the presentations, which came
in the form of binders, drawings, and threedimensional models, and said that he intends
to display them outside his office.
During the presentations Laughlin took
note of common themes that he saw.
“I’m sure that when we’re finished (renovating the gym) they’ll see partial things that
they presented, things that are incorporated
into the space,” Laughlin said.
Laughlin also remarked that because the
students presenting would not know many
logistics and details that would go into the
renovation, using their ideas as they were
presented would prove difficult.
“It’s hard for me to say that we’ll use a
specific idea that a guy gave, but we might,”

he said.
Schneider agreed that including all
specific suggestions would be unreasonable.
“Ultimately, the architects know what they’re
doing,” he said.
Corley said that the project was in general a success despite the large workload and
a lengthy period of class consumed by the
presentations.
“It ended up being more work than they
realized,” he said. “It was also more fun than
a normal geometry class, so there was upside
to it.”
Corley plans to continue the project in
some form next year. If the gym construction which is currently put on hold begins,
he will likely alter the focus of the project
to the current cafeteria; otherwise, he will
keep this year’s project.
Laughlin said that the actual progress
of the renovation project is “at a conceptual
phase.” He still has to talk to the various parties who would use the new space when it is
completed. However, the administration is
certain of the general purpose of the space.
“We know that the space is going to be
a dedicated multipurpose student commons
(and) cafeteria.”

(from 1)
passes were given out, 165 of which went
to students. DuMont thanked Metro for
“stepping up to the plate and helping out
again this year.”
“I think we’re raising great awareness
about public transportation,” said Principal
John Moran. “There are bound to be a few
guys every year who make this a regular
thing.”
Moran described the Car Free Day
turnout as “pretty impressive” and lauded
the “significant reduction in the amount of
fuel used (Wednesday)” by SLUH students.
However, he also said that because of the
timing and relatively sudden announcement
of Car Free Day, many were unable to participate.
Moran said he hopes to “keep the ball
rolling” and is considering “put(ting) this
on the calendar for an annual day.” He also
noted that increasing numbers of students
who carpool would be a productive environmental goal and suggested working toward
a “no one-passenger car” standard.

Although eliminating cars was the focus
of the event, students also took the opportunity to exercise their creative and physical
energy. Sophomore Simon Clark left home
at 4:30 a.m. to ride his unicycle to school
from Webster Groves. Clark said he timed
his ride perfectly, arriving two minutes before
homeroom.
“It was fun,” said Clark of his ride. “I
got a lot of weird stares.”
In possibly the most physically demanding journey of day, junior Padrick Mulligan
tackled a 27-mile morning bike ride from
Edwardsville, Ill., with a departure time of
4 a.m. Although Mulligan’s trek landed him
at SLUH over an hour late, he said he didn’t
regret it because it fulfilled his desire to take
the ride that he had toyed with since the last
Car Free Day, two years ago.
“I would never do it again,” said Mulligan. “But it was so much fun. … It was
almost a little spiritual.”
Juniors Luke Landolt and Matt Reda
teamed up for a unique mode of transportation — a bike and rollerblade caravan. Reda

towed Landolt five miles from South City
and said the pair drew glances from several
police officers. Nevertheless, Reda said he
thoroughly enjoyed the ride.
“I’m going to bike more to school,”
Reda said.
Landolt agreed that, although the caravan was probably a one-day event, he would
consider riding again.
A few faculty got in the Car Free
Day spirit too. Campus Ministry Director
Matt Stewart walked over six miles from
Shrewsbury. Stewart said it was his first time
participating in a Car Free Day because two
years ago the bus he had planned to take
drove past his stop without picking him up.
Still, he said that his nearly two-hour journey
was “a blast” and that he saw many SLUH
students along the way.
Overall, Car Free Day brought new
modes of transportation, whether practical
or one-day adventures, to the forefront of
student attention.
“Even people who drove were thinking
about (the environment and public transportation),” said Brennan.
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CANNISTER
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not a rarity on this day, both on the court (so
many 6-0, 6-0 victories) and off the court
(free bagels for the coaches). I would recommend the chocolate chip; it was particularly
delicious.
Vitale and Mathis followed with a 6-0,
6-4 win over Hazelwood West and then came
out extremely strong in their semifinal match,
beating a very loud, and talented, Hazelwood
Central duo to silence their equally boisterous
cheering section 6-2, 6-3.
Senior Tom Hoffmann and junior Joe
Murphy-Baum both will return to State, this
time as a doubles team. Hoffmann played
doubles last year and Murphy-Baum played
singles. The pair rolled to victories over
Ritenour, Hazelwood Central, and Hazelwood West to secure a spot in the district
finals and at State.
Senior John Edwards also reached State
for the first time in his tennis career all the
way with three straight bagel wins.
Sophomore Greg Marifian ate two bagels and received a bye in the third round.
Thus Marifian and Edwards filled the singles
bracket with 6-0 sets (10 between the two of
them, 16 for the team).
Seven Fearinyoureyesbills continued the
yellow clay road to State on Wednesday in the
team’s first regional match. Three victorious
dual matches sent the entire team to state, a
privilege shared by only four teams.
Regionals are formatted Illinois-style
whereby each team puts forth six singles
players and three doubles teams and can
reuse singles players on doubles teams. The
Zarrickbills dominated to say the least. Having three Illinoisans (Marifian, Mathis, and
Edwards) gave SLUH the advantage. East
side represent.
There really is not much to say here: the
team won 6-0, taking all six singles matches
and not even needing to play doubles. Nos. 1
through 6 singles players Marifian, Edwards,
Murphy-Baum, freshman Cameron Trachsel,
Hoffmann, and Vitale all won their matches
6-0, 6-0, and did so in under an hour.
They’re looking like the Sultans of Swat,
call them Babe Ruth. To find a loss on their
record, you’d need a master sleuth. Holla at
Sherlock Holmes, maybe that mystery is his
soul mate. May 28th, Springfield, come see
tennis conquer state.

Sports
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from freshman Willie Floros to cut the
Cadet lead to one. The offense did a good
job hitting against powerful CBC fireballer
David Schmidt, who has clocked in at 95
mph. Meanwhile, the wheels came off for
CBC, as their defense committed three errors which the Bills took advantage of four
runs for a 7-4 lead.
“Everything just seemed to be clicking
for us,” said Kuebel.
Two late runs in the bottom of the sixth
were no scare for the Jr. Bills, and Kuebel took
it the distance to secure the 7-6 victory.
The next day the Bills were back at it as
they traveled to the Griffin lair at Vianney.
The game started a little late because of the
rain, but both teams got after it early. The
Griffins started Mike Bibas, who can also
throw some hot stinky cheddar. Bibas had
no trouble controlling the Jr. Bill offense
early on as he overpowered hitters with his
fastball.
Vianney put the pressure on in the
second inning, as they had a no out bases
loaded situation. Junior southpaw Andrew
Ostapowicz did a good job to get himself
out of the jam, only allowing one run and
striking out two batters in the inning.
Things got interesting in the bottom of
the third. The Griffins had a runner on second
when one of their best hitters, John Hogan,
blasted a double down the right field line.
The run scored as Hogan easily made his way
to second. Moments later, head coach Steve
Nicollerat began talking to the ump, pointing
to the Vianney bench. Nicollerat thought
that Hogan’s bat had an illegal amount of
pine tar on it, which some SLUH players
had noticed in an earlier at bat. After trying
to hide the crime, the real bat was brought
out, and it indeed did have pine tar too high
on the bat. Hogan was ruled out and the run
was not allowed. Ostapowicz got out of the
inning allowing no runs.
In the fourth, the bats finally got going,
sparked by senior Mike Bucchino’s single
and senior Pat Roy’s walk. With two runners
on, Lafata ripped a run-scoring single to tie
the game.
The offense kept its full head of steam
and scored again in the fifth, thanks to a Jeff
Brand single that scored junior Scott Milles
from second. A questionable call at the plate
later in the inning ended the rally as Brand

tried to score from third and was tagged
out.
Ostapowicz (who allowed three total
runs in the game) pitched into the bottom
of the fifth before being relieved by junior
Rob Bertucci.
The Jr. Bills tied up the game at three
as junior Brendan Graczak’s sac fly brought
home junior Christian Stark. But the lead
slipped away when the Griffins took advantage of an untimely two-out error and
took a 4-3 lead. A late rally in the top of the
seventh by the Jr. Bills wasn’t enough, and
the Griffins won 4-3.
The loss dropped the Jr. Bills’ record to
16-8 (4-3 Metro Catholic Conference). The
Jr. Bills have one more conference game
against Chaminade, and district playoffs will
follow.
According to STLtoday’s large school
rankings, the Jr. Bills are on the bubble of
being a top 10 team. The team has potential
to make a run far into the playoffs, as proven
with last year’s late season rally to the Final
Four.

FIELD
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team is there cheering guys on and clapping
for them as they compete.”
The only downside to the meet was the
injury sustained by freshman sprinter Mike
Williams. While running the open 100, Williams broke his hip and separated his quad
from his hipbone. Williams returns to school
today after staying completely off the leg for
three days and spending the next four days
at home resting.
Many Jr. Bills are ranked in their event’s
top eight going into District. Those trackletes
must place in their event’s top four to move
on to sectionals.
This year the Jr. Bills were moved to
Class 4 boys’ track and field’s third district.
District 3 is stacked with sprinters and
jumpers but fields a weaker set of distance
runners.
“Guys are really going to have to compete if they want to win,” said Linhares.
Come out and cheer on the Jr. Bills as
they begin their two-week journey to State
this Saturday from 12-6 p.m. at McCluer
North High School.
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by Patrick O’Leary

Friday, May 15
Schedule R
Latin AP Exams
Ignatian Mix-It Up Lunch
Senior Prom 7:30pm
POLO @ Missouri Districts
VBALL Districts
TENN @ Districts
AP Snack—Chicken Fries
Lunch : Special—Steak & Cheese on
French Bread
Healthy—Chicken & Dumplings
Saturday, May 16
POLO @ Missouri Districts
VBALL Districts
BASE Districts @ SLUH
TRACK @ Districts
TENN @ Districts
Diversity Family Night 4pm
Sunday, May 17
BASE Districts @ SLUH
Jazz Band Concert 1pm
Dance Concert 7pm

eight away
Calendar
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*Lunch menu subject to change.

Monday, May 18
Schedule R
Senior Semester Exams
BASE Districts @ SLUH
GOLF @ State Championship
TENN @ Regionals
AP Snack—Garlic Cheese Bread
Lunch : Special—Pizza
Healthy—Turkey Burger
Tuesday, May 19
Schedule R
Senior Semester Exams
BASE Districts @ SLUH
GOLF @ State Championship
TENN @ Regionals
AP Snack—Cookies
Lunch : Special—Chicken Bites
Healthy—Italian Chicken
Wednesday, May 20
Schedule R
Senior Semester Exams
Soph Bonus Reading AP
BASE Districts @ SLUH

GOLF @ State Championship
TENN @ Regionals
JV-TRACK Will Sanders Inv. @ Parkway
West 4pm
AP Snack—Nachos
Lunch : Special—Pulled Pork
Healthy—Toasted Ravioli
Thursday, May 21
Schedule R
Intramural Bashball Championship AP
Alumni Board Meeting 6pm
VBALL @ State Tourney
BASE Districts @ SLUH
AP Snack—Bosco Sticks
Lunch : Special—Papa Johns
Healthy—Turkey Hot Dog
Friday, May 22
Schedule R
BASE Districts @ SLUH
AP Snack—Pizza Sticks
Lunch : Special—Burritos
Healthy—Roasted Turkey

SOCKS

VOLLEYNTEERS
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Metzger and senior middle Rudy Brynac
leading the Jr. Bills with seven kills each.
SLUH swept the match 25-17, 25-19.
Senior hitter Mike Adams commented
on the win over CBC, “It was a good win
but we still have holes to fill, and we plan
to fill those holes against DeSmet.”
The holes that Adams spoke of were
thrust wide-open last night by DeSmet’s
fast-paced offense and powerful serving.
The Spartan hitters overpowered SLUH’s
defense, which kept Swanston scrapping for
sets and offset the powerful SLUH attack.
The Bigfellabills hung around about
five points back for most of the first game,
keeping the boisterous SLUH crowd cheering
for a comeback. DeSmet’s quick offense ran
away with the game towards the end, and the
Spartans took game one 25-15.
The momentum that DeSmet picked up
at the end of the first game snowballed into
the second. The Spartans came out fired up in
game two and jumped out to a commanding
lead. The SLUH defense had no answer for

May 15 - 22

the serves of DeSmet senior Chris Boldt, who
ran the Spartans to a 15-1 lead. The Jr. Bills
began to steal some of the momentum back
after a nifty backwards tip from Swanston.
Senior Nick Wallner, Adams, and Swanston
all went on minor serving runs to cut the lead
down to 20-14. A consecutive block and kill
from Brynac brought SLUH within four
points and the crowd behind them. SLUH
failed to complete the comeback, and DeSmet
took game two 25-19.
“We didn’t pass well at all, and they
had one server that served about half of their
points, and our defense just broke down,”
said Metzger. “Now we know how it feels
to be humiliated, so we are really going to
want to come out and win next game.”
Saturday the SLUH volleyball team will
embark on a post-season journey, which they
hope will culminate in a three-peat of the state
title. The Jr. Bills will head to Lafayette to
play all of the teams in their district: Ritenour,
Parkway South, Eureka, and CBC.
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made it eight straight wins for the Huxtabills.
Saturday, the Jr. Bills traveled down/up
to Columbia, Mo. to face Hickman High,
ranked No. 24 in the state of Missouri. SLUH
is No. 2 (laxpower.com). SLUH won 17-1.
But easier roads lay ahead for Jr. Bills,
if you can believe it. The YodaBills took
on Missouri’s No. 29 team Parkway South
(0-14) last Tuesday. SLUH capped off the
regular season by winning their last home
game (Senior Night) Tuesday night, 21-0.
The Howe?bills ended the regular
season 16-3 and clinched the second seed
in the playoffs. The Jr. Bills are set to play
No. 7 seed Chaminade Monday night at 6
p.m. in the football stadium. Please come.

Lacrosse State Bracket
2. SLUH

5/23

5/21

7. Chaminade

3. CBC
6. Pkwy West

